In Fall 2011, students in the Writing 20 class "Africa is not a Country!: Understanding the Continent" explored Western perceptions of Africa. The students investigated colonial representations of the continent, specifically through colonial postcards. As the semester progressed, we turned to contemporary events and blogged about how newspapers, images, and videos perpetuated negative views of Africa. Inspired by a New York Times article and the activity of a student group at Duke, one of the students decided that for his final project, he'd explore the publicity videos put forth by the Enough Project. This organization campaigns against the use of so-called conflict minerals in electronic devices such as cell phones and computers, arguing that they help to fund conflict in the Democratic Republic of Congo. Student John Bowman composed an excellent academic research paper on the limits of the Enough Project's argument. He then used the skills he developed while blogging for our class to blog for A View from the Cave, one of the most important and well-read development blogs. To learn more please visit http://www.aviewfromthecave.com/2012/01/feeling-conflicted.html